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ABSTRACT: The catalytic synergy of nanoalloy catalysts depends on the
nanoscale size, composition, phase state, and surface properties. This report
describes findings of an investigation of their roles in the enhancement of
electrocatalytic activity of PdCu alloy nanoparticle catalysts for oxygen reduction
reaction (ORR). PdnCu100−n nanoalloys with controlled composition and subtle
differences in size and phase state were synthesized by two different wet chemical
methods. Detailed electrochemical characterization was performed to determine
the surface properties and the catalytic activities. The atomic-scale structures of
these catalysts were also characterized by high-energy synchrotron X-ray diffraction
coupled with atomic pair distribution function analysis. The electrocatalytic activity
and stability were shown to depend on the size, composition, and phase structure.
With PdnCu100−n catalysts from both methods, a maximum ORR activity was
revealed at Pd/Cu ratio close to 50:50. Structurally, Pd50Cu50 nanoalloys feature a
mixed phase consisting of chemically ordered (body-centered cubic type) and disordered (face-centered cubic type) domains.
The phase-segregated structure is shown to change to a single phase upon electrochemical potential cycling in ORR condition.
While the surface Cu dissolution occurred in PdCu catalysts from the two different synthesis methods, the PdCu with a single-
phase character is found to exhibit a tendency of a much greater dissolution than that with the phase segregation. Analysis of the
results, along theoretical modeling based on density functional theory calculation, has provided new insights for the correlation
between the electrocatalytic activity and the catalyst structures.

KEYWORDS: palladium−copper alloy, nanocatalysts, oxygen reduction reaction, activity−composition synergy, fuel cells,
synchrotron X-ray diffraction, atomic pair distribution function

1. INTRODUCTION

To improve the performance of proton exchange membrane
fuel cells, alloying noble metals (e.g., Pt, Pd, Au, etc.) with non-
noble transition metals (e.g., Co, Ni, Fe, etc.) has been an
important focus on the design of advanced catalysts for oxygen
reduction reaction (ORR).1−5 Currently, Pd-based alloy has
attracted increasing attention for preparation of low-cost, highly
active, and stable catalysts.6−9 For some of the bimetallic alloy
nanoparticles (NPs), the enhancement in catalytic activity or
selectivity has been attributed to synergistic effect of the surface
electronic states on the local strain and effective atomic
coordination number.10 For example, Pd alloyed with transition
metals such as nickel (Ni) and copper (Cu) in various
bimetallic compositions is being explored in catalytic reactions
such as oxygen reduction, alcohol oxidation, and formic acid
oxidation reactions.11−24 In particular, it has been found that
Cu in Pd−Cu nanoalloys plays an important role in the
enhancement of the catalytic activity. For example, a recent
theoretical study on the catalytic activity of PdCu alloy for ORR
indicated that Cu can lower Pd−O binding energy and Pd
would increase the Cu−O binding energy in terms of charge

transfer from Cu to Pd with a change in the d band center.
Interestingly, Pd−Cu at Pd/Cu ratio of 50:50 is theoretically
predicted to be the most active bimetallic composition.16 There
has been however no experimental evidence confirming this
prediction. However, thin films of Pd−Cu alloy prepared by
sputtering method with different atomic ratios were also
predicted theoretically to display a high activity for ORR for
Pd50Cu50 in comparison with those of the other bimetallic
compositions, which was attributed to an optimal d band shift
that makes easier the OOH dissociative adsorption.17 Notably,
different approaches for preparing Pd−Cu alloys show different
characteristics in electrocatalysis. Using co-impregnation
method to prepare PdCu catalysts with various synthetic
molar ratios that were treated under different temperatures, a
one-to-one synthetic feeding ratio was shown to exhibit the
highest enhancement for ORR activity.18 Acid treatment was
shown to not only dissolve away unalloyed Cu but also remove
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a portion of the alloyed Cu. In another study19 of colloidal
preparation of cubic Pd−Cu alloy NPs, the catalysts treated at
500 °C were also shown to display higher ORR activity than
those treated at lower temperature, especially for the catalyst
prepared by 1:1 synthetic feeding ratio. Similarly, the study on
stability of nonoporous PdCu alloys with a Pt monolayer as
shell shows much stable active surface after 10 000 potential
cycles.20 The study of a mixed-PtPd-shell of PtPdCu nanotubes
prepared by partially sacrificial Cu nanowires as templates and a
voltammetric dealloying process revealed enhanced durability
for ORR.21 In addition to ORR, Pd−Cu catalysts have also
been studied for electrocatalytic oxidation reactions, including
formic acid oxidation reaction22 over Pd−Cu/C with 3:1
atomic ratio of Pd and Cu, over core−shell Cu@Pd catalysts
with a Pd/Cu atomic ratio of 73:27,23 and Cu@PdCu/C
catalysts that improve the durability and poisoning tolerance for
ethanol oxidation reaction.24 Note that most of the previous
studies dealt with the bimetallic catalysts based on the synthetic
feeding ratios, which are not always the same as those in the
resulting bimetallic NPs,25,26 especially under the electro-
catalysis operation condition.27

Despite these previous studies showing the theoretically
predicted high-activity composition of PdCu catalysts and the
catalyst activities for catalyst preparation, the question of how
exactly the catalytic activity of PdCu nanoalloys is correlated
with the exact bimetallic composition in the NPs and atomic-
scale structure remains elusive. Recently our study of PdNi
nanoalloys revealed how Pd and Ni atoms are rearranged across
the alloy NPs upon Ni leaching during electrochemical cycling,
and the catalytic activity of the alloys is improved for CO
oxidation reaction and ORR,26,28 revealing an intriguing
composition−activity correlation with the help of high-energy
X-ray diffraction (XRD) with atomic pair distribution function
(PDF) analysis. The understanding of how such a correlation
operates for PdCu nanoalloys could provide further informa-
tion for assessing the general structural−catalytic synergy of the
bimetallic nanoalloy catalysts.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Chemicals. Palladium(II) acetylacetonate (Pd(acac)2, 97%),

copper(II) acetylacetonate (Cu(acac)2, 97%), benzyl ether
((C6H5CH2)2O, > 98%), ethylene glycol anhydrous (99.8%),
oleylamine (CH3(CH2)7CHCH(CH2)8NH2, 70%), 1,2-hexadecane-
diol (90%), and oleic acid (CH3(CH2)7CHCH(CH2)7COOH, 99+
%) were purchased from Aldrich. Other chemicals such as ethanol,
hexane, and potassium choloride were purchased from Fisher
Scientific. Vulcan carbon XC-72 was obtained from Cabot. Pd (20%
on activated carbon (Pearlman’s catalyst), unreduced, 50% water wet
paste (Escat 1951, BASF Kit)) was obtained from Strem Chemicals.

Gas of O2 (20 vol % balanced by N2) was purchased from Airgas. All
chemicals were used as received.

Synthesis of PdCu Nanoparticles and Preparation of the
Catalysts. PdnCu100−n alloy NPs (n represents atomic percentage of
Pd in the NPs) were synthesized using two methods.29,30 One method
involved using benzyl ether (B-) as a solvent to produce PdCu alloy
NPs of different compositions (B-PdCu),29 and the other method used
ethylene glycol (E-) as a solvent to produce PdCu alloy NPs of
different composition (E-PdCu).30 The NPs of different compositions
prepared from these two methods are named as B-PdnCu100−n and E-
PdnCu100−n NPs. Briefly, for B-PdCu NPs, palladium(II) acetylaceto-
nate and copper(II) acetylacetonate in a controlled molar ratio were
dissolved in benzyl ether solvent. 1,2-Hexadecanediol was added as a
reducing agent, and oleic acid and oleylamine were added as a capping
agent. Temperature was increased slowly to 105 °C, at which
temperature the metal precursors started to decompose and the
solution turned dark under N2 atmosphere. Then the mixture was
further heated to 220 °C with reflux for 0.5 h and then cooled to room
temperature. NPs were precipitated out by adding ethanol and
centrifuging and were then dispersed in hexane solvent for further use.
E-PdCu NPs were synthesized similarly except using ethylene glycol as
both solvent and reducing agent.30

To prepare carbon-supported NPs, controlled amount of PdCu NPs
was mixed with carbon (XC-72) in a hexane solution followed by
sonication and overnight stirring. The resulting carbon-supported
PdCu NPs, hereafter referred to as PdCu/C NPs (B-PdCu/C and E-
PdCu/C), were collected and dried under N2 atmosphere. The
activation of PdnCu100−n/C catalysts was achieved by thermochemical
processing described elsewhere.31−33 Typically, PdCu/C was first
treated at 120 °C under N2 to remove the organic solvent, then kept at
260 °C under O2 for 1 h to remove the organic capping molecules on
the NP surface, and finally calcined at 400 °C under 15 vol % H2−85%
N2 for 2 h in a programmable furnace. Commercial Pd/C, which was
treated at 400 °C under 15 vol % H2−85% N2 for 1 h, was used for
comparison. The weight loadings were determined by thermogravi-
metric analysis (TGA) performed on a PerkinElmer Pyris 1-TGA. The
general strategy for the synthesis of the nanoalloy particles, the
assembly of the particles on a support, and the processing to activate
the catalysts is illustrated in Scheme 1.

Morphology, Composition, and Structural Characterization.
Inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES)
was used to analyze the chemical composition of the Pd−Cu NPs. The
analysis was performed on a PerkinElmer 2000 DV ICP-OES
instrument using a Meinhardt nebulizer coupled to a cyclonic spray
chamber to increase analyte sensitivity with the following parameters:
plasma 18.0 L Ar(g)/min; auxiliary 0.3 L Ar(g)/min; nebulizer 0.63 L
Ar(g)/min; power 1500 W; peristaltic pump rate 1.00 mL/min.
Laboratory check standards were analyzed for every 6 or 12 samples,
with instrument recalibration if the standards were not within ±5% of
the initial concentration.

High-angle annular dark-field scanning TEM (HAADF-STEM) was
employed to determine the morphology of the PdCu NPs and
catalysts. TEM analysis was performed on an FEI Tecnai T12 Spirit
Twin TEM/SEM electron microscope (120 kV). Maps of elemental

Scheme 1. Illustration of the Synthesis, Assembly, and Activation of Nanoalloy Particles for the Preparation of the Carbon-
Supported Catalysts
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distribution were obtained by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS). The measurements were performed on a JEOL JEM 2010F
with an acceleration voltage of 200 kV and a routine point-to-point
resolution of 0.194 nm. The samples were prepared by dropping cast
of hexane suspension of NPs onto a carbon-coated copper grid
followed by solvent evaporation at room temperature.
Synchrotron high-energy XRD (HE-XRD) experiments aimed at

atomic pair distribution functions (PDFs) analysis were performed at
Sector 11 of the Advanced Photon Source using X-ray with wavelength
of 0.1080 Å. The PdCu/C nanocatalyst samples were loaded into thin-
wall glass capillaries with a diameter of 1.5 mm, and XRD data were
taken at room temperature in ambient atmosphere. HE-XRD patterns
were reduced to the so-called structure factors, S(q), and then Fourier
transformed to atomic PDFs G(r). Note atomic PDFs G(r) are
experimental quantities that oscillate around zero and show positive
peaks at real space distances r, where the local atomic density ρ(r)
exceeds the average one ρo. More precisely, by definition, G(r) =
4πrρo[ρ(r)/ρo − 1], where ρ(r) and ρo are the local and average
atomic number density, respectively. High-energy XRD and atomic
PDFs have already proven to be very efficient in studying the atomic-
scale structure of nanosized materials, including metallic alloy
NPs.34−36

Electrochemical Measurements. Electrochemical measurements
were performed using a microcomputer controlled electrochemical
analyzer (CHI600a, CH Instruments). The experiments were
performed in three-electrode electrochemical cells with a Pt wire
and Ag/AgCl (KCl saturated) electrode as the counter and the
reference electrodes, respectively. Glassy carbon (GC) disk coated
with a layer of catalysts was used as the working electrode. The GC
electrode (geometric area: 0.196 cm2) was polished with 0.005 μm
Al2O3 powders. The geometric area of the substrate electrode (GC),
not the surface area of the catalyst itself, provides a measure of the
loading of catalyst on the electrode surface. A typical suspension of the
catalysts was prepared by adding 5 mg of catalyst (PdCu/C) to 5 mL
of 0.25% Nafion solution and sonicating for 10 min. Then 10 μL of
suspension was quantitatively transferred to the surface of the polished
GC disk and dried under lamp.
All electrochemical experiments were performed at room temper-

ature, and the electrolytic solution (0.1 M HClO4) was deaerated with
high-purity nitrogen before the cyclic voltammetry (CV) measure-
ments or saturated with oxygen for RDE measurements. Cyclic
voltammetry and rotating disk electrode (RDE) measurements were
performed after 30 potential cycles between −0.2 and 1.0 V (vs Ag/
AgCl (KCl saturated)) in N2-saturated 0.1 M HClO4 solution at 50
mV/s to remove contaminant and Cu oxides on the surface and obtain
a stable curve.
Computational Modeling. Ab initio calculations were performed

by density functional theory (DFT) as implemented in DMol3
program coming as a part of Materials Studio suit programs (Accelrys
Inc.).37,38 In the calculations, the generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) with the Becke−Lee−Yang−Parr (BLYP) exchange correla-
tion functional was used.39,40 The localized double numerical basis sets
with polarization functions (DNP) were employed for the valence
orbitals, and effective core potential was employed to account for the
core electrons of metallic species. Full geometry optimizations were
performed for all model atomic configurations tested here so that all
atoms were fully relaxed. The configurations included unsupported
small Pd−Cu clusters. The interactions between the model atomic
configurations and O2 molecule were explored. The energy of
adsorption of O2 on the model atomic configurations was used as a
measure of the strength of O2 adsorption. It was calculated by Eads =
−(EO2−metal − Emetal − EO2

), where, EO2−metal, Emetal, and EO2
are total

energy for the O2-metal complex, the isolated metal cluster, and the
isolated O2 molecule, respectively.

41

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Composition and Morphology of PdCu Nanoparticles.

To determine the controllability of the synthesis protocol with
respect to the bimetallic composition, the composition of as-

synthesized PdnCu100−n NPs was analyzed by ICP-OES. Table 1
shows the composition of as-synthesized B-PdnCu100−n NPs (n

= 36, 54, and 75) and E-PdnCu100−n NPs (n = 25, 58, and 77)
versus the synthetic feeding ratio. The relative amount of Pd in
the PdCu NPs increases with the feeding Pd% in the synthesis,
showing a close to 1:1 relationship. This finding indicates that
the chemical composition of the binary alloy PdCu NPs can be
controlled well by controlling the feeding ratio of the metal
precursors in the synthesis.
The sizes of as-synthesized B-PdnCu100−n NPs are 5.2 ± 1.2,

5.8 ± 1.6, and 4.6 ± 1.1 nm for n = 36, 54, and 75, whereas the
as-synthesized E-PdnCu100−n NPs show smaller sizes, which are
2.7 ± 0.5, 2.6 ± 0.6, and 3.5 ± 0.7 nm for n = 25, 58, and 77
(Figure S1, Supporting Information). All the particles appear
spherical in shape and relatively uniformly distributed on
carbon support. The NPs were examined using HAADF-STEM
and EDS, which provided further information for analyzing the
detailed morphology and elemental distribution of Pd and Cu
atoms in the thermochemically treated carbon-supported NPs.
A representative set of results is shown in Figure 1 for carbon-
supported B-PdnCu100−n (n = 36, 54, and 75) NPs. The results
show that the thermochemically treated PdCu NPs are mostly
crystalline and, importantly, that the Pd and Cu species

Table 1. Compositions of as-Synthesized PdnCu100−n
Nanoparticles Versus Feeding Ratio

Pd/Cu ratios in the as-synthesized NPs

PdCu feeding ratio B-PdCu E-PdCu

25:75 36:64 25:75
50:50 54:46 58:42
75:25 75:25 77:23

Figure 1. HAADF-STEM images (upper) and elemental maps of Pd
and Cu (middle and lower panels) for B-PdnCu100−n (n = 36 (A), 54
(B), and 75 (C)) NPs (Pd species are in blue, and Cu species are in
red).
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distribute uniformly across the NPs. This finding is consistent
with the alloy characteristic of the PdCu NPs of the different
compositions.
The metal loadings of PdCu/C catalysts on the carbon

support were determined by TGA. Figure 2 shows a

representative set of TGA curves for B-PdnCu100−n/C catalysts.
The loading of the nanoalloy particles was found to be 21, 22,
and 15 wt % for n = 36, 54, and 75, respectively, after the
thermochemical treatment. For E-PdnCu100−n/C catalysts, the
loading was found to be 12, 13, and 14 wt % for n = 25, 58, and
77, respectively. In comparison with the initial estimated
loading (∼10 wt %), the somewhat increase of the actual
loading indicates that the E-PdCu catalyst showed a smaller
degree of burning of carbon support than the B-PdCu catalyst
after thermal treatment. Interestingly, the burning temperature
was found to depend on the bimetallic composition, as shown
by the temperature for 50% burning of carbon (T50) versus
bimetallic composition in Figure 2, inset. The Pd54Cu46/C
catalyst exhibited the lowest T50. This finding suggests that
Pd54Cu46/C is possibly the most active catalyst in B-

PdnCu100−n/C catalysts for catalytic activation of oxygen
species, which will be further evidenced by the ORR activity
data in a later section. Note that this trend was not evident for
the E-PdCu catalysts, indicating its dependence on the detailed
structure of the catalysts.

Phase State of PdCu Alloy Nanoparticles. The phase
state of PdCu catalysts was further studied by analysis of the
atomic PDFs extracted from HE-XRD patterns, as shown in
Figure 3. The detailed phase properties clearly depend on the
nanoalloy catalyst preparation methods even with the same
thermochemical treatment.42 For E-PdnCu100−n/C NPs, they
feature a single nanophase with chemical disordered (Fm3 ̅m)
face-centered cubic (fcc)-type structure. The lattice parameters
increase with increasing Pd%. However, the phase state of B-
PdnCu100−n/C NPs show a rather unique pattern. Specifically,
when Cu or Pd species dominate in terms of abundance, as is
the case with Pd36Cu64 and Pd75Cu25 NPs, they show a single
phase nanoalloy fcc-type structures that are similar to those for
E-PdnCu100−n/C NPs. However, Pd54Cu46 NPs with Pd and Cu
species being almost equal in concentration appear to show
phase segregation into a chemically ordered (Pm3 ̅m) body-
centered cubic (bcc)-type and chemically disordered (Fm3 ̅m)
fcc phases. The two nanophases are distinct in terms of lattice
parameters, 2.997 and 3.779 Å, respectively.

Electrocatalytic Activity for Oxygen Reduction Re-
action. To understand the composition-dependent synergistic
effect on the catalytic activity, which is important for ultimately
exploring its application, the carbon-supported PdnCu100−n NP
catalysts were examined using CV and RDE techniques for
measuring their electrocatalytic activities for ORR, including
electrochemical active area (ECA), mass activity (MA), and
specific activity (SA). Figure 4 shows a typical set of CV and
RDE curves for B-PdnCu100−n/C (n = 36, 54, and 75) catalysts
in 0.1 M HClO4 solution, and the one for E-PdCu/C catalyst is
seen in Figure S2, Supporting Information. The voltammetric
characteristics in the hydrogen adsorption/desorption region
(−0.2 to 0.1 V) and palladium oxidation/reduction peaks (0.3
to 0.5 V) showed significant differences for the different
compositions of the catalysts. Pd54Cu46/C catalyst exhibited the
largest hydrogen adsorption and Pd-oxide reduction peaks,
indicative of the largest ECA value (see Figure 5A). This can be

Figure 2. TGA curves for B-PdnCu100−n/C (n = 36 (a), 54 (b), and 75
(c)) under 30 vol % O2 at the flow rate of 130 mL/min after thermal
treatment (N2, 120 °C; O2, 260 °C, 1 h; H2, 400 °C, 2 h). Inset:
Temperature for 50% burning of carbon (T50) vs composition.

Figure 3. Experimental (symbols) and model-derived (lines) atomic PDFs for B-Pd54Cu46/C and E-Pd58Cu42/C NPs. Lines in red represent the best
model approximation to the experimental data. (table) Space group and lattice parameters of the structure models used to approximate the
experimental PDFs. The inserted atomic configurations feature fragments of chemically disordered fcc- (space group Fm3̅m) and ordered bcc- (space
group Pm3 ̅m) type structures. Both have the chemical composition of B-Pd54Cu46/C.
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explained by a greater tendency of surface Cu leaching in
Pd54Cu46/C that leads to Pd-enrichment on the surface,
producing increased surface sites for hydrogen adsorption. As
can be seen from Figure 4B, the RDE curves appear to show
two stages of limiting current at ca. −0.1 and 0.3 V,
respectively. The current density at Stage 2 is nearly twice
that of Stage 1. On the basis of the approximate limiting current
measured from the RDE curve, and using Koutecky−Levich
equation, the electron transfer number (n) at Stage 2 is
determined to be 3.8 (see Supporting Information), a value
very close to the expected four-electron reduction for ORR.
However, the significant overlapping of the currents in Stages 1
and 2 poses a complication for a precise assessment at this
point. It is possible that the ORR possibly proceeds through
two paths: a two-electron transfer reaction to produce H2O2
and a direct four-electron transfer reaction to produce H2O.
Considering the differences in Pd loading for different

catalysts on the electrode surface, the changes of the kinetic
currents with the composition of the NPs are translated to
changes in mass activity and specific activity using Koutecky−
Levich equation for the comparison of their electrocatalytic
activities. Both the mass activity and specific activity data were
obtained from the kinetic current at 0.55 V versus Ag/AgCl
(KCl saturated). Figure 5 shows a typical set of ECA, mass
activity, and specific activity data for B-PdnCu100−n/C (n = 36,
54, 75) and E-PdnCu100−n/C (n = 25, 58, 77) catalysts (also see
Table S1, Supporting Information). As can be seen from Figure

5A, E-PdnCu100−n/C catalysts clearly show a larger increase of
ECA values with increasing Pd% than B-PdnCu100−n/C
catalysts, exhibiting a maximum value at n ≈ 50. This finding
can be attributed to the smaller NP sizes for E-PdnCu100−n/C
catalysts, thus producing more hydrogen adsorption sites.
Apparently, the mass activity depends on the bimetallic
composition, displaying a maximum value at n ≈ 50 (Figure
5B) for both B-PdnCu100−n/C and E-PdnCu100−n/C catalysts. A
similar trend was also observed for the specific activity (Figure
5C). The observation of the maximum catalytic performance
for the catalyst with a Pd/Cu ratio close to 50:50 is in fact
consistent with the catalytic burning of the carbon materials as
shown in TGA data (see Figure 2). There is clearly a catalytic
synergy of Pd and Cu species on the nanoalloy surface. In
addition, B-PdnCu100−n/C catalyst showed a catalytic activity
higher than E-PdnCu100−n/C catalyst. This difference is believed
to originate from the subtle structural difference as revealed by
the HE-XRD/PDF analysis.

Figure 4. CV (A) and RDE (B) curves for B-PdnCu100−n/C (n = 36 (a,
black), 54 (b, red), 75 (c, blue)), and commercial Pd/C (d, green)
catalysts. Electrode: Glassy carbon (0.196 cm2) inked with 10 μg of
catalysts; Electrolyte: 0.1 M HClO4 saturated with N2 for determining
ECA by CV and 0.1 M HClO4 saturated with O2 for determining mass
activity and specific activity by RDE; scan rate: 50 mV/s (CV), and 10
mV/s and 1600 rpm (RDE).

Figure 5. Comparisons of ECAs (A), mass activities (B), and specific
activities (C) for B-PdnCu100−n/C (n = 36 (a), 54 (b), 75 (c)) and E-
PdnCu100−n/C (n = 25 (d), 58 (e), 77 (f)) catalysts. Electrode: Glassy
carbon (0.196 cm2) inked with 10 μg of catalysts; Electrolyte: O2-
saturated 0.1 M HClO4..
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Remarkably, a detailed comparison of the electrochemical
properties between B-PdnCu100−n/C and E-PdnCu100−n/C
catalysts revealed some subtle differences. Figure 6A shows a

representative set of CV curves recorded during the initial
potential cycles for B-Pd54Cu46/C and E-Pd58Cu42/C in N2-
saturated 0.1 M HClO4 solution. For B-Pd54Cu46/C, the first
cycle shows a couple of nearly reversible redox peaks between
0.1 and 0.4 V. They are characteristic of Cu species oxidation
and Cu oxide reduction, reflecting the existence of phase
segregation in the catalyst. In the subsequent cycles, the redox
peak currents gradually decreased and disappeared after 30
cycles. The resulting stable CV characteristic is consistent with
a decreased degree of phase segregation of the NP catalyst.
However, no redox peaks of Cu were observed for E-Pd58Cu42/
C catalyst during potential cycling, reflecting its single-phase
character, as probed in detail by HE-XRD/PDF studies. In
addition, as shown in Figure 6A, the hydrogen adsorption/
desorption peaks between −0.2 and 0.1 V increase with the
number of cycles for both B-Pd54Cu46/C and E-Pd58Cu42/C,
which can be explained by considering the surface Cu
dissolution from the NPs, leading to Pd-enrichment on the
surface.
To assess the degree of Cu dissolution in the NP catalysts,

the changes of composition for B-PdnCu100−n/C and E-
PdnCu100−n/C catalysts were investigated after extensive
potential cycling (∼3000 cycles) between 1.0 and −0.2 V at
100 mV/s in N2-saturated 0.1 M HClO4 solution. A typical set
of data is shown in Figure 6B (also see Table S2 and Figure S3,

Supporting Information). Clearly, E-PdnCu100−n/C catalyst
exhibits a more pronounced Cu dissolution (ΔCu%) than B-
PdnCu100−n/C catalyst. This result indicates that B-PdnCu100−n/
C catalyst is more stable than E-PdnCu100−n/C catalyst, an
indication that their structural difference might have played a
role in the nanoalloy stability. Moreover, ΔCu% is shown to
reach a maximum at n ≈ 50 for both B-PdnCu100−n/C and E-
PdnCu100−n/C catalysts.
To aid the assessment of the activity−composition synergy,

the fcc lattice parameter is shown in Figure 7. There is clearly a

correlation between the specific activity and the lattice
parameter for B-PdnCu100−n/C and E-PdnCu100−n/C catalysts.
Both catalysts have a similar trend in lattice parameter as a
function of the bimetallic composition, that is, increase with
increasing Pd%. However, the specific activity shows a
maximum at ∼50% Pd for both B-and E-PdnCu100−n/C
catalysts. In comparison with B-PdCu catalysts, the smaller
particle size for E-PdCu catalysts exhibits a relatively larger
ECA value, leading to a reduction of specific activity due to its
inverse proportionality to ECA.
This type of composition-driven enhancement in ORR

activity was also supported by the result from a DFT calculation
based on small Pd−Cu cluster models. While the limited
number of atoms in the model clusters oversimplified the
nanoalloy structures, it provides some useful information for
understanding why Pd50Cu50 composition has a higher catalytic
activity than the other bimetallic compositions. In the DFT
calculation, molecular chemisorption of O2 on each of the
model clusters (Pd13, Pd10Cu3, Pd6Cu7, and Pd3Cu10) was
modeled mainly using bridge type (see Table S3, Supporting
Information).43

The resulting oxygen adsorption energy (see Figure 8)
revealed an intermediate value for Pd6Cu7. However, the
increase of Pd−O bond distance with increasing Cu content in
the model clusters shows a relatively larger value for Pd6Cu7. In
addition, the length of O−O bond (Table S3 and Figure S4,
Supporting Information) was found to remain largely the same
except Pd3Cu10. To a certain extent, the preliminary DFT
modeling results are supportive of the presence of a maximum
ORR activity at n ≈ 50 for the PdnCu100−n catalysts.

Figure 6. (A) CV curves of B-Pd54Cu46/C (upper) and E-Pd58Cu42/C
(lower) at different potential cycles. (B) The loss of Cu (ΔCu%) in B-
PdnCu100−n/C (a) and E-PdnCu100−n/C (b) after extensive (3000)
cycles in N2-saturated 0.1 M HClO4 solution at 50 mV/s. Calculated
assuming Cu is the only leaching species.

Figure 7. Correlation of specific activities (upper) and the fcc lattice
parameter (lower) for B-PdnCu100−n/C (a) and E-PdnCu100−n/C (b).
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Our findings have provided a clear piece of experimental
evidence confirming the theoretical prediction of the
maximized catalytic activity for PdnCu100−n/C catalysts with a
Pd/Cu ratio of ∼50:50.15 This synergy is consistent with the
assessment that Cu can lower Pd−O binding energy and that
Pd would increase the Cu−O binding energy in terms of charge
transfer from Cu to Pd, leading to an optimal shift in the d-
band center to an intermediate position for the catalyst with a
ratio of Pd/Cu ≈ 50:50.16 This was explained by decreasing
Pd’s d-band upon adding Cu, whereas increasing Cu’s d-band
upon adding Pd in the alloy. Such a d-band shift would favor an
intermediate adsorption energy of oxygen on the Pd/Cu ≈
50:50 catalyst, leading to an enhanced catalytic activity.

4. CONCLUSION

Taken together, the results from the structural and electro-
chemical characterizations of PdnCu100−n/C catalysts for ORR
have revealed a synergistic correlation between the catalytic
activity, atomic-scale structure and composition of the catalysts.
Depending on the catalyst preparation method, the Pd50Cu50/C
catalyst is either a single, fcc-type phase or phase-segregated
into domains of chemically ordered bcc- and chemically
disordered fcc-type structure. The lattice parameter of the
PdnCu100−n/C catalysts was shown to increase with increasing
Pd%, with the alloy character remaining unchanged after
thermochemical treatment. A maximum ORR activity was
observed for a catalyst with the Pd/Cu ratio close to 50:50.
This catalyst is shown to change to a single phase upon
potential cycling in the ORR condition. With potential cycling,
the surface dissolution of Cu from the PdCu catalysts is also
shown to depend on the catalyst phase state and composition.
The results have provided new insights into the structure−
composition activity synergy, which is important for the design
of nanoalloy catalysts with tunable catalytic properties. Note
that this worked has focused on the catalytic properties of the
catalysts in acidic electrolytes; a further study of the catalytic
properties in different electrolytes, especially in alkaline
electrolytes, where the surface reactivity of the nanoalloy
catalysts is very different from that in the acidic electrolyte,
should provide additional insight in to the structure-
composition-activity synergy. This is part of our future work.
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